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Abstract
In this report we present an analysis of the concrete architecture of version 2.0.3 of the Google 
Chrome web browser. The goal of this project was to derive a concrete architecture using file and 
folder relationships found in the source code, then compare it to our previously proposed 
conceptual architecture. We repeated this process several times, until we finally came up with a 
diagram having as many unexpected dependencies resolved (or justified) as possible. We found 
that our concrete architecture was significantly more coupled and exhibited an objected oriented 
architecture, whereas we had predicted it to be semi-strict layered. Some of the unexpected 
dependencies are also examined in further detail. We also present a more focussed analysis of 
several of Chrome's subsystems and the dependencies within them, those being the display 
backend, networking, plugins, JavaScript and XML subsystems. The groundwork laid by this report 
provides a wealth of resources for the next phase in our project.
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Introduction & Overview
After a conceptual architecture has been proposed, the next step in developing a complete 
understanding of a software system is to derive it's concrete architecture. In contrast to using 
reference architectures and development documentation, concrete architecture derivation involves 
the analysis of source code and the file hierarchy into which they are placed. The concrete 
architecture derivation was an iterative process involving the low-level investigation of 
unexpected dependencies. There were a large number of these and a few of them are 
consequently explained.

Our group was assigned the following subsystems to investigate further: Display Backend, 
Plugins, JavaScript, XML, and Networking. The underlying concrete architecture for each of these 
subsystems was derived, resulting in a number of new subsystems within each of these high level 
subsystems.

Two use cases are also presented to help understand data flow in Chrome, which involve our 
subsystems assigned. The use cases presented are: fetching a basic web page and resizing a 
window.

The concurrency of development and team issues that were found in assignment 1 were enforced 
in the derivation of the concrete architecture. There were a number of limitations we encountered 
as a group during the concrete architecture derivation, and consequently, we learned many 
lessons.

Concrete Architecture
Derivation Process

The derivation of a concrete architecture involves a multiple step extraction process. First, the 
Chrome source code is built into binary object code that is given as input to a code extractor 
called bfx. bfx carries out fact extraction, producing a raw file that contains information on 
function calls, variable accesses, and build dependencies between object modules. A separate file, 
called the contain file, is generated from the file-level program facts. The raw file, together with 
the contain file, is lifted by a relational calculator called jgrok, which generates a concrete 
decomposition that can be viewed in the Landscape Editor application (lsedit). The generation of 
the raw and contain files is a complex and time consuming task, so they were therefore provided 
for us as a starting point.

Our task was to modify the contain file to generate a justifiable concrete architecture of Chrome. 
The high level conceptual subsystems, as determined in our first assignment, were defined in 
addition to two new subsystems, Utilities and Testing. Files that were heavily used by many 
subsystems and provided nonspecific functionality were placed into Utilities, and any testing files 
were placed into Testing. While the utility files are vital to our conceptual understanding of 
Chrome, the testing files generated a number of unexpected dependencies that are less relevant.
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Figure 1 - proposed conceptual architecture diagram for Google Chrome

What we were initially attempting to do was create a diagram resembling our initially proposed 
conceptual architecture (Figure 1). Files in the Chrome/src directory were coarsely placed into 
these conceptual subsystems based on the functionality suggested by their file names. Multiple 
loops of investigating unexpected dependencies were then conducted. Three basic conclusions 
regarding the files responsible for the dependencies were reached in investigating these 
dependencies:

1. the files should be moved to a different subsystem, removing the dependency;
2. the files were in the correct subsystem and the new dependency is justified;
3. or it is unclear where the files should be located and the dependency is unjustified (i.e. a 

hack).

In our initial attempt at resolving the concrete architecture, we began by moving individual files 
into different subsystems, instead of moving larger file directories. This proved to be a laborious 
task that was complicated by having a large number of files in subsystems whose functionality 
was unclear.
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Final Result

Figure 2 - concrete architecture diagram of Google Chrome (version 2.0.3)

In our previous report, we proposed a conceptual architecture for Google Chrome (Figure 1). The 
final concrete architecture that we derived for this assignment differs significantly (Figure 2). At 
first glance, the most noticeable difference is the amount of coupling that was not nearly evident 
in our conceptual architecture. For example, our most coupled subcomponent, the Rendering 
Engine, now has a connection to every other subsystem. Much of the coupling that was missed 
the first time around is a result of the backwards dependencies that we did not originally consider 
in our conceptual architecture. We had predicted that most calls would be one-way, in large part 
due to the numerous discussions and press about the modularity of the subsystems.

Considering the number of additional dependencies, it would be excessive to list the rationale for 
each call therein. The section entitled “Interesting Dependencies Explained” presents three 
unexpected (but justified) dependencies that we found to be particularly interesting. These 
relationships are part of features that an average user would frequently take advantage of. Some 
additional dependencies are discussed in the analysis of individual subsystems (“Analyzed
Subsystems”).

The last major difference between our proposed conceptual and concrete architectures is three 
new sub-components; two are completely new, and one was extracted from an existing 
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component. The Utilities and Testing subsystems are both library type components, being highly 
coupled with the majority of the other subsystems. The Data Persistence subsystem was 
something we knew existed, but could not find sufficient data to split it from the browser engine. 
Only when we delved into the source code were we able to isolate it.

We had proposed that our conceptual architecture exhibited a semi-strict layered architecture with 
object oriented elements. After deriving a concrete architecture with the help of lsedit, it was 
apparent that this labeling was inaccurate. The discovery of the amount of coupling led us to 
conclude that the high level concrete architecture of Google Chrome is fully object oriented.

Subsystem Descriptions
In our conceptual architecture we proposed a number of subsystems, all of which appear in our 
concrete architecture. A quick summary of these high level components follows:

• User Interface: the subsystem that the user directly interacts with. It involves event 
handling and the Document Object Model. It also contains functionality such as printing.

• Browser Engine: the central component of Google Chrome. It is responsible for making 
requests to the network and handling tab contents.

• Rendering Engine: responsible for laying out the content of web pages. In Chrome, the 
core of the Rendering Engine is WebKit, an open-source project created by Apple.

• Networking: handles all URL requests made by the Browser Engine. It also deals with 
internet protocol types and network encryption.

• Display Backend: responsible for widget creation and rendering graphics and fonts.
• JavaScript: mainly consists of the V8 library, another open-source project created by 

Google. V8 handles the interpretation and compilation of JavaScript, as well as some 
networking proxy tasks.

• XML: handles the parsing, manipulation and display of XML documents.
• Plugins: responsible for communicating with third-party components for the use of more 

advanced and/or proprietary media types, such as Flash animations, PDF documents and 
Quicktime video.

As mentioned previously, it was deemed necessary to add three additional subsystems to both 
better express the call flow present and reduce the amount of dependencies on our main 
subsystems in our concrete architecture. These are briefly described as:

• Data Persistence: our conceptual architecture had grouped this component with the 
Browser Engine as there was little documentation to justify a separation, let alone suggest 
how it interacted with other subsystems. Having examined the source code of Chrome, it 
was clear that there were structures associated distinctly enough with data persistence to 
justify removing it from browser engine subsystem. It contains and manages tge data 
structures for handling persistent information. Notably, it contains the password manager, 
autocomplete information, bookmarks and browsing history.

• Utilities: a completely new subsystem which contains files, features and third party 
libraries that the majority of subsystems depend on. In our analysis, the utilities 
subsystem acted somewhat like a 'dump' component, where highly coupled folders of code 
that did not have a clear home would end up. This helped reduce the number of visible 
dependencies in our concrete architecture, or at least allowed us to isolate the justified 
dependencies that were had not expected.

• Testing: contains all the tools and files dedicated for the testing and debugging of 
Chrome's features. These files often talk to multiple subsystems since they test several 
features in a single file and even test use cases that have slim chance of being executed in 
real time. Since they did not belong in the particular subsystems where they were found, 
grouping all these test files into a library-type subsystem allowed us to focus on the real 
dependencies present.
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Interesting Dependencies Explained
A number of interesting and important divergences from our proposed conceptual architecture 
were observed in our proposed concrete architecture, i.e., dependencies that were previously 
unexpected. Three of the more significant divergences are explained below.

Display Backend  → Networking
The Display Backend subsystem contains a file called text_elider.cc which makes calls to the 
network. We propose that text_elider.cc is responsible for bolding the domain name in the URL 
bar, to make the domain name more noticeable to the user in an attempt to prevent phishing 
scams. text_elider.cc makes calls to the network to obtain and check the domain against a list of 
known phishing sites.

User Interface  → Data Persistence
After our concrete architecture was created, one of the paths created involved the DOM in User 
Interface for creating a new tab talking to the History component of Data Persistence.

One of the more popular Firefox extensions, called Speed Dial, shows thumbnail previews of 
predefined favourite websites arranged in a grid, like a telephone’s number pad. Chrome took this 
idea and made it a native feature, and even expanded upon its functionality. When a user creates 
a new tab within the browser window (specified in new_tab_ui.cc), it checks the metrics for both 
most visited pages and recently closed pages, which is accessed using 
History/page_usage_data.cc within Data Persistence.

The User Interface uses these data points to create this Speed Dial feature as the default page 
that is displayed. With these metrics, Google Chrome can dynamically create a quick list of sites 
that the user is the most likely to visit (based on their browsing history) and present it to them 
when a new tab is created.

Rendering Engine  → User Interface
Several files in the Rendering Engine, including print_web_view_helper.cc, depend on the Printing 
subsystem, located within the User Interface subsystem. Our justification for this dependency is 
that during the printing of a web page, the previously rendered page cannot be directly used. This 
page was previously laid out for a dynamically shaped and continuous area, i.e. the browser 
window. The User Interface relies on the Rendering Engine to layout the page for appropriate 
display on paper - a static and discrete medium. In order for this operation to be done properly, 
the Rendering Engine must access files in User Interface, like printing/units.cc, with information 
about the page size it needs to adhere to when generating an acceptable layout.
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Revised Conceptual
Our revised conceptual architecture diagram can be seen below (Figure 3).  It basically contains 
all the subsystems and justified dependencies in our concrete architecture.  One notable change is 
the removal of the Testing subsystem as it is does not have any significant contribution to our 
conceptual understanding of the Chrome browser or how it works.

Figure 3 - revised conceptual architecture diagram of Google Chrome (version 2.0.3)
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Analyzed Subsystems
Networking

Figure 4 - concrete architecture diagram of the Networking subsystem 

The Networking Subsystem is a compilation of systems that communicate with the rest of the 
browser, and the network. Specifically, it contains 4 subsystems: SDCH, Tools, Protocols, and 
Network I/O.

The version of the Networking subsystem included in the analyzed build of Chrome (version 2.0.3) 
was the the team's third attempt. It was designed to be portable (i.e. to be used on different 
operating systems), so it requires very few changes to get it up and running in a new 
environment. (If you were to port it, you would simply have to edit the primarily bindings for TCP 
and SSL sockets, system proxy settings and access to system certifications.).

An asynchronous threading model has been implemented in the Networking subsystem to provide 
status feedback while handling requests. Also, all processes in this are run as a privileged 
operations by Chrome and not sandboxing is employed. While studying the internal workings of 
this subsystem, it was determined that it is Object Oriented, and ideally, URL_Request and 
URL_Fetch would act as a facade for the subsystem, making it relatively easy to port to another 
application.

The components within the networking subsystem are described in further below:
• Networking I/O: where the network traffic is funnelled through. This applies to both 

within the browser itself and to the network for page requests. The two methods for 
accessing the Networking I/O component from other subsystems are URL_Request() and 
URL_Fetch().  URL_Request() is used by the browser during regular internet activity, while 
URL_Fetch() is called by the browser itself. This is mainly done when connecting to 
Google's servers for user statistics. Any type of cache errors or maintenance handling calls 
are sent to the Tools component.

• Protocols: stores all the different protocols to be used, such as: FTP, HTTP, HTTPS, socket 
information and proxy information. The Protocols subsystem is called on by the Network 
I/O component when information on how to interact with the network is required. It also 
calls on the JavaScript subsystem when automatic proxy configuration files need to be 
interpreted.
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• Tools: handles any errors, crashes and maintenance of the network cache and traffic. 
HTTP caches and dumps occur here, as well as Top Level Domain cleanups.  Essentially, 
any cleanup to the network packets is taken care of by the Tools subsystem.

• SDCH: Shared Dictionary Compression over HTTP. This component was not active in this 
release of Chrome, however it is a possibility for the future. It would apply compression 
before the GNU zipping utility (gzip), primarily in repeated sections between responses in 
headers. This is done by downloading a dictionary with the repetitive information which is 
referred to when needed, and in doing so, reducing the payload size and increasing the 
speed of loading a web page.

There were also some unexpected dependencies observed when deriving the concrete architecture 
of the Networking subsystem. Of these, the main one is due to the fact that the Protocol 
component calls on the JavaScript subsystem.  This is due to the fact that JavaScript is being used 
to interpret proxy auto-configuration files, which in turn are used to manipulate & redirect 
network traffic (via a proxy).

Display Backend

Figure 5 - concrete architecture diagram of the Display Backend subsystem 

The Display Backend is a collection of components responsible for imaging and display features, 
covering both elements for user interface (UI) and web pages. It is comprised of six main 
components in addition to a collection of utilities files. Overall, these components work together to 
handle four main tasks: windows and other widget management, graphics painting, font rendering 
and support for displaying and modifying existing image file types. The architecture of this 
subsystem is fully object oriented. 

views is Chrome's widget toolkit, which involves the implementation of creating and managing of 
UI elements that are unique to Chrome's interface (Design Documents, 2009). This includes 
elements such as windows, menus, custom buttons, tabs in the title bar, etc.; basically things that 
should have a consistent look across platforms. Conceptually, only the User Interface should be 
dependent on this component. However, there were a few unexpected dependencies. views itself 
contains some event handling that would be best suited for placement in the User Interface, 
creating some unjustified dependencies with the Browser Engine. Keeping it as a cohesive unit 
meant that the Browser Engine makes some calls to the Display Backend that would conceptually 
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be in the User Interface, not making it justifiable to include in our conceptual architecture. 
Another expected dependency is the due to the bookmark manager in Data Persistence calling 
views to create its editor windows. This is a more logical dependency which was not thought of 
earlier. 

The Native Display component contains wrappers for native widgets. Widgets like these are used 
to give basic elements a platform specific feel and operation. This includes widgets such as scroll 
bars, check boxes and buttons not in the main window (such as in those in preference menus and 
within websites). The Native Display classes act as adapters for parts of the Windows Template 
Library, included in Chrome, which is a lightweight library for creating Windows interface elements 
(Computer Zen, 2008).

Skia is a 2D graphics engine for drawing geometry, images and vector graphics. Chrome uses 
Skia for nearly all graphics rendering other than text (Design Documents, 2009). This means that 
both widget creation and page rendering are both dependent on Skia, through independent paths. 
UI elements are created through views (which depends on Skia), however for graphics operations 
relating to web page display, the Rendering Engine calls Skia directly. The operation of the canvas 
consists of several layers of adapters. At the lowest level is a SkBitmap, which holds the actual 
bits of the image and is what is passed around between Display Backend and the Rendering and 
Browser Engines. An SkDevice is a platform specific wrapper for the SkBitmap. From there, there 
are three Canvas types, all of which wrap the SkDevice. The SkCanvas and SkPlatformCanvas are 
used by the Rendering Engine for its graphic operations. For “browser level code” and drawing of 
widgets, the ChromeCanvas is the appropriate adapter to use. (Design Documents, 2009).

The GDI component does not actually contain the Windows Graphic Device Interface, which 
Chrome uses to render text. This is part of the Windows operating system. The component itself 
hosts files used for error checking and other helper functions when accessing GDI through the 
operating systems' interface. In the conceptual architecture, it was assumed that the Rendering 
Engine accesses GDI directly. In fact, the Rendering Engine routes that call though the canvas, 
located within Skia.

Two of the more isolated components within Display Backend are libjpeg and libpng. These are 
third-party open source libraries for the display and manipulation of the JPG and PNG image files. 
Since they are stand-alone components and are only used for specific cases, they have no 
dependencies other than their adapters that are in the Utilities components. In addition to these 
adapters, Utilities holds some graphics primitives and tools such as the text elider (which has 
been previously discussed).

One overlooked dependency within the Display Backend is the Native Display component 
depending on Skia. During the creation of the conceptual architecture, it was assumed that views 
would use the native widgets directly and call on Skia to paint them. During the formation of the 
concrete architecture, the set of adapters for native widgets was found, independent of views. As 
a result, the Native Display (specified as the Windows Template Library during the conceptual 
phase) requires Skia to paint these widgets onto the canvas. Another unexpected dependency was 
Skia depending on GDI. It was initially though that the canvas and Skia were independent. Text 
rendering for displaying a web page is routed through the Skia subsystem, as the canvas makes 
GDI calls.
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JavaScript

Figure 6 - concrete architecture diagram of the JavaScript subsystem

The JavaScript subsystem of Chrome is another one of the main features distinguishing it from 
other web browsers today. At it's core is the open-source V8 JavaScript interpreter, which was 
developed by a Google team in Denmark. The V8 project brings some much needed 
improvements to the realm of JavaScript interpretation, such as:

• hidden classes,
• precise Garbage Collection,
• platform-specific machine code compilation.

As the benefits of each of these unique features have been previously discussed, we shall not go 
in to too much detail about them here.  All you really need to know is that they each greatly 
enhance the performance of JavaScript applications and add to the complexity of this subsystem's 
architecture.

V8 is the main “ccomponent” of the JavaScript subsystem, with all the of it's file components 
being stored at Chrome/src/v8.  However, there was little folder structure beneath this directory.  
As such, so deriving some sort of concrete architecture for it was quite a task.  As a matter of 
fact, the components you see in the concrete architecture diagram for this subsystem (Figure 6) 
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are purely logic-based groupings of files that serve similar purposes, groupings which we believe 
make sense.

The coupling amongst derived components, let alone the actual files, is quite astonishing.  The 
cohesion of files is also quite low, but this actually makes sense for V8; it's main non-functional 
requirement is performance, which means the most direct method of communication is optimal.  
As such, the V8 subsystem is clearly object oriented in nature, and within it there are also some 
interesting design patterns.  Factories are used quite frequently in the source code, and on a 
higher level, the API acts as a facade for interaction with the entire subsystem.

You may also have noticed that there is an unused component in this subsystem, Samples, which 
basically contains examples of how the V8 engine can be used to complete certain tasks and 
actually be implemented into your application.

On a more interesting note, there are some unwarranted/unjustified dependencies (i.e. hacks) in 
the JavaScript subsystem as well.  At the time of this release of Chrome, there were some 
features of V8 that I can only assume had either not been implemented or had not met the 
requirements of the Chrome team, so some files from WebKit's JavaScript engine, 
JavaSriptCore, were left in the build.  These files included StringExtras.h and MathExtras.h, 
which are header files optimizing the computation of tasks associated with their respective file 
names.  This led to the dependencies on this component from the API & Execution components, 
and was also part of the dependency between it and the Rendering Engine. The other part of the 
Rendering Engine's dependency on JavaScriptCore is due to the threading structure of WebKit's 
internal components.  However, it appears as though these issues have since been rectified, as 
JavaScriptCore has been omitted completely in the latest builds of Chrome.

XML

Figure 7 - concrete architecture diagram of the XML subsystem
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The XML parser is the subsystem responsible for handling eXtensible Markup Language 
documents. libXML is a third-party, open source XML parser and toolkit that was originally 
developed for the Gnome Project (Daniel Veillard, 2009). Advantages of using libXML is that it is 
easily ported, lightweight and is also written in C, and thus, makes it an optimal choice for the 
XML Parser in Chrome.

As depicted in the diagram, the XML subsystem is object orientated since the components are all 
interacting agents. The components that make up the system include:

• IO Interface: includes the implementation of the IO interfaces used by the parser and the 
rendering engine. 

• XML Parser: holds the core parsing module used by the subsystem, along with assisting 
interfaces such as XML entities and encoding conversion functions.

• SAX2: a Simple API for XML that presents a callback-based API to the parser. When 
applications use SAX2, a handler class instance is provided to the parser. When the parser 
detects XML constructs, it calls methods of that handler class and passes them information 
about the detected construct as well as when errors occur. SAX2 is useful as it does not 
maintain the entire DOM tree in memory making it efficient for large documents.

• HTML Parser: consists of the HTML 4.0 non-verifying parser and the HTML tree, that 
parses real-world HTML which can be severely broken at times.

• Tree Module: Both parsers rely on the tree module to lay out their representations. This 
component describes the structures found in a tree resulting from XML and HTML parsing. 
Furthermore, an API is provided for various processing on that tree such as traversals, 
reading and writing contents in the tree nodes, saving and compression.

• libXSLT: handles XSL Transformations, which involves a language for transforming XML 
documents into other XML documents or HTML/textual output. A processor in WebKit 
(within the Rendering Engine) depends on this library, and itself uses various components 
from libXML as well.

In addition, libXML implements a number of strict existing standards and specifications to mark up 
languages, and thus certain components exist such as the XPath, XML Schemas, and XPointer 
(Daniel Veillard, 2009).

• XPath: XPath is a language based on the tree representation of the XML document and 
allows nodes and parts of XML documents to be addressed. The component includes the 
main API and internal interfaces that were designed to be used by XPointer and libXSLT.

• URI: consists of a library for generic Uniform Resource Identifier related routines. A URI is 
a string of characters used to identify a resource on the Internet that enables interaction 
with representations of the resource over a network. XML documents typically refer to 
external entities so its expected to be used by most components, especially XPointer.

• XPointer: XPointer addresses components of XML-based internet media. It is used as the 
basis for indentifying URI-references that locate a resource whose Internet-media-type 
involves XML.

• XML Schema: An XML schema describes types of XML document expressed in terms of 
structure and content constraints that extend beyond the basic syntactical constraints 
imposed by XML. Thus, this component includes the interface for schema handling and XML 
validity checking through Schematron. Schematron, which uses XPath, is a powerful, 
rule-based validation language that makes assertions about the presence and absence of 
patterns in XML trees. Therefore, this component is important when the parser in 
validating its XML documents by checking to see if it conforms to a schema. This module is 
also still a work in progress in libXML!

• Utilities: includes implementations that are used by both parsers and the various other 
components like memory management, debugging module for trees, hash table and list 
interfaces and interfaces for global variables of the library.

• Deprecated: holds all files and modules that are no longer used like the DockBook Parser.
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Plugins

Figure 8 - concrete architecture diagram of the Plugins subsystem

A notable aspect of the Plugins subsystem is the relatively small number of files contained  
compared to the other subsystems. All files in Plugins came from two directories in the file 
hierarchy: Chrome/src/chrome/common and Chrome/src/chrome/plugin. It should be noted that 
there are many other files that deal with plugins in the file hierarchy; however, these files deal 
with plugins relative to their own subsystems (e.g. Browser Engine and Rendering Engine), and 
therefore, it is more appropriate to keep these files within these subsystems.

Despite the small number of files, there seemed to be four distinct subsystems into which these 
files could be divided:

• Setup: contains code that is platform specific; there are a number of operating system 
checks that seem to make initialization settings for plugins.

• Threading: As described in our conceptual architecture report, plugins are threaded in 
separate processes, apart from the browser and renderer. Files that deal with threading 
are therefore located in Threading.

• Communication: contains the majority of the plugin files and contains files that deal with 
plugin communication to other high level subsystems. Interface files, IPC channel files, and 
proxy configuration files are located in this subsystem.

• Utilities: contains files that had "utilities" or "library" in their file names and were relied on 
by many other files in the Threading and Communication subsystems as well as numerous 
other high level subsystems.

As seen in the diagram, there are a number of unexpected but justified dependencies between 
some plugin subsystems and high level conceptual subsystems. Plugin communication depending 
on the User Interface, for example, is rationalized by plugin-printing functionality (recall that 
printing resides in the User Interface, as determined in the reference architecture). Having Plugins 
make direct calls to the User Interface may speed up the printing process, as compared to routing 
the call through the Browser Engine and then to the User Interface.

The architecture of the Plugins subsystem seems to be object oriented, as the dependencies 
between the subsystems suggests no particular pattern. In addition, no specific design pattern is 
observable. It was initially postulated that the Communication subsystem may serve as a facade, 
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providing a unified interface to the Browser Engine and Rendering Engine subsystems. This 
theory, however, was found to be false after the Rendering Engine, Browser Engine and 
Networking subsystems were dependent upon other plugin subsystems, such as Threading and 
Utilities.

Sequence Diagrams
Fetching a Basic Web Page (XHTML & CSS) Which is Not in 
Cache

Figure 9 - sequence diagram for fetching a basic web page (XHTML & CSS) which is not currently 
in the cache

Displaying a web page to a user starts when the user enters a URL and presses enter or 'Go'. The 
Browser Engine then takes the URL and calls the URL_Request function.  This calls the Networking 
subsystem.  At this point, the Network I/O subsystem calls on the Network Protocols subsystem to 
gather the required protocol for accessing the page. With the returned information, the Network 
I/O calls on the Data Persistence to check the cache, passwords and cookies.  If any proxies are 
being used, it is at this time that the JavaScript subsystem would come into play and interpret the 
auto-configuration files. The Network Tools subsystem deals with any cache errors or dumps, and 
then the Network I/O communicates with the network. After the initial transmission of data, the 
Network Protocols subsystem is accessed if any SSL Authentication is required. At this point, the 
page data is transferred back to the Browser Engine. The Browser Engine then sends the 
information to the Rendering Engine, which draws the page in a sandbox.  Due to the page not 
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having any JavaScript, the information would then start to be drawn to a canvas off screen.  Skia 
renders the graphics for the canvas and it then calls GDI to render the text.  The bitmap is then 
sent back through the Rendering Engine, back to the Browser Engine and to the User Interface for 
the user to see the web page.

Resizing a Window

Figure 10 - sequence diagram for resizing the browser window to a larger viewing size

The resizing event starts with the user grabbing an edge or corner of the window and dragging it 
until the size has expanded. This event is sent to the Browser Engine which has a backing store 
store of the most recent renders of the current and previous web pages. If the new area to be 
drawn was already in the store, it could just display it, such as in scrolling back up to the top of a 
page. Since the event was expanding the page, those pixels will not have been displayed 
previously. The Browser Engine calls the Rendering Engine to render the additional pixels. The 
Rendering Engine sends a request to the canvas, located in Skia. Skia itself renders the graphics 
and the canvas calls GDI to render the text. The bitmap is sent back through the Rendering 
Engine to display it through the Browser Engine and the User Interface.

Concurrency & Team Issues
The concurrency of development and team issues resolved in the conceptual architecture report 
do not deviate significantly from that of the concrete architecture. Due to the size of this project 
as well as the independent functionalities of the subsystems, it became the case that independent 
teams worked on certain subsystems in different locations. A prime example would be the 
development of V8 by a Google Team in Denmark. Thus, it became a challenge to track who was 
working on specific parts of the subsystems and when.
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Furthermore, consequences to the separation of these teams were observable through the 
difference in the detail of commenting between subsystems. Nevertheless, we did discover 
superior coding conventions that did afford consistency across the code of Chrome.

In addition, extensive documentation and logging of changes and fixes were available publicly 
online, which makes it easier for developers to follow progress, but did not offer much aid in our 
understanding of the source code.

Conclusions
After deriving the concrete architecture of Chrome, it is apparent that in reality it strays from our 
original conception of a semi-strict layered system, as it is evidently fully object-oriented. 
Moreover, this architecture is also depicted within the individual subsystems, especially those 
components we have analyzed such as the JavaScript, XML, Display Backend, Networking and 
Plugins subsystems.

Furthermore, we realized that the subsystems were not as independent and modular as we 
believed, and thus, had more coupling between subsystems. However, in a large scale system, it 
is difficult to maintain a layered architecture due to the number of people and teams working on 
development.

Limitations and Lessons Learned
Throughout the duration of this assignment, our group encountered the following limitations that 
brought upon various challenges.

• The files and modules did not have a clear and detailed enough summary at the top 
indicating what was happening in the code.

• Reading through source code proved difficult due to the minimal commenting within the 
code of certain third party software, as well as within Chrome itself.

• Some of the files from the source code we were given had been taken out or moved from 
the latest releases of Chrome, making it challenging to follow the documentation and the 
code online which some of us found helpful.

However, we also learned valuable lessons through this assignment that will definitely be helpful 
for future assignments and projects.

• The best tactic to deriving dependencies is to start at high level and then go low level.
• Grouping the Utilities and Testing subsystems made the architecture stand out significantly 

more.
• Delegation of work across the group was more difficult compared to the Conceptual 

derivation, and thus, we found that deriving the high level concrete was optimal in pairs or 
when working together, since otherwise it was too hard to track changes.

• We believe that a better way to merge the CONTAINS file would have been more efficient 
when sharing. A solution to this would be a subversion server
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Glossary
bfx: A program that carries out fact abstraction from binary object code.

GDI: Graphics Device Interface. A Microsoft Windows interface that Google Chrome uses to 
render fonts

jgrok: A relational calculator for abstracted facts.

lsedit: Visual Landscape Editor program which displays the relationships between components, 
subsystem and files

Proxy: (in regards to networking) A mechanism that replaces the IP address of a host on the 
internal network with its own IP address for all traffic passing through it

Schematron: A powerful, rule-based validation language that makes assertions about the 
presence and absence of patterns in XML trees

SDCH: Shared Dictionary Compression over HTTP

URI: Uniform Resource Identifier. A string of characters used to identify a resource on the 
Internet that enables interaction with representations of the resource over a network

Widget: an element of a graphical user interface that displays an information arrangement 
changeable by the user, such as a window or a text box
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